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Record of Witness Testimony 93 
Here stands Ms Janina Bittner born on 17 October 1920 
in Cracow , occupation graduate of the School of Commerce 
religion Roman Catholic , parents’ forenames Julian and Jadwiga 
last place of residence in Poland Warsaw, ulica Grójecka 29 [lit. ‘29 Grójecka Street, Warsaw’] 
current place of residence Dädesjö 
 
who – having been cautioned as to the importance of truthful testimony as well as to the responsibility 
for, and consequences of, false testimony – hereby declares as follows: 
I was interned at the concentration camp in Ravensbrück 
from 27 August 1944 to 15 September 1944 as a political prisoner – 
bearing the number 59646 and wearing a  red -coloured triangle 
with the letter ‘P’. 
I was later interned in Neustadt-Glewe 
from 16 September 1944 to 1 March 1945, 
then until 21 March 1945 in the Strafblock [punishment block, Ger.] at Ravensbrück, 
then two weeks at the Wandsbek camp in Hamburg clearing rubble, and finally until 1 May 1945 at the camp in 
Ochsenzoll. 
 
 Asked whether, with regard to my internment and my labour at the concentration camp, I 
possess any particular knowledge about how the camp was organized, how prisoners were treated, their 
living and working conditions, medical and pastoral care, the hygienic conditions in the camp, or any 
particular events concerning any aspect of camp life, I state as follows: 
The testimony consists of six handwritten pages and describes the following: 
1. Quarantine in the Zelt [tent, Ger.] at Ravensbrück 
2. The camp in Neustadt-Glewe – Working in the vast unheated production halls of an aeroplane factory; 

severely frostbitten arms, legs, and faces; torture of women by Weiss; tolerable dietary and 
accommodation conditions; ghastly living conditions for transports (5,000 [female] prisoners) of evacuees 
from Auschwitz; the Revier [infirmary, Ger.] and lack of medical supplies; lice infestation; poor relations 
between the Polish and Russian women; sadistic German women 

3. The Hamburg-Wandsbek camp – rubble clearing work 
4. The Ochsenzoll camp – beating; liberation 

 BLOM’S PRINTING, LUND 
1945 
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Eyewitness testimony of Janina Bittner, born on 17 October 1920 in Cracow, graduate of the School of 
Commerce 

At Ravensbrück in September 1944 
I was brought to Ravensbrück as part of the evacuation of Warsaw. The group of roughly 1,000 women to which 
I belonged was placed in a tent where we were held for two weeks. We slept on a thin layer of straw that 
covered the ground; each of us had one blanket. It was extraordinarily cramped and dirty, for the Zelt had 
already been lived in before and was infested with vermin. For a week we were held in Block 26; from there, 
some of us would go and ‘work the sand’ – shovelling sand from place to place and pushing loras [small 
uncovered railway wagons, from Ger. Lore]. Finally, dressed in striped prison clothes, we were transferred to 
Neustadt-Glewe, approximately fifty kilometres [sic] from Ludwigslust.  

At the camp in Neustadt-Glewe 
There was a steady population of 900 women in the camp. There was a factory there that made aeroplanes, 
fuselages, wings, and wheels. We would work there for twelve hours a day apart from Sundays and holidays, 
which we had off. The work involved assembling the various parts of the aeroplane with the exception of the 
engines, which would arrive fully assembled. The production halls were vast and unheated; consequently, the 
biting cold was the most unbearable aspect of the work. A great many women had severely frostbitten arms, 
legs, and faces. Working with metal amplified the effects of the cold. Transporting and lifting the heavy parts 
was beyond the women’s strength. Work would carry on through the night, and the 400 women doing the night 
shift got no food during it; they would eat alongside the others in the daytime and their sleep was interrupted as 
a result. Working at night  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



was exhausting. Lagerführer [camp commandant, Ger.] Weiss would often pay us visits. Constantly in a foul 
mood, if he noticed any minor flaws or saw any woman warming herself up by the heater or having a nap (a rare 
occurrence), he would assemble all the women after work and inflict his punishment on the culprits. He would 
take out his frustrations on them, beating them with a metre-long rubber truncheon. Initially, he would target the 
head and back, then later only the buttocks, owing to a reprimand by the lady commandant, Petzolt. All of us 
had to stand to attention and look on in silence as he tortured them, one after another. His facial expression was 
that of a madman, and when he heard any [note written above text] utterances [/note] or groans from among the 
onlookers, he would become enraged and beat whoever was within reach. These punishments used to occur 
several times a week. 
 I found out later that this same Weiss had been well known at other camps for torturing women, 
particularly at Wandsbek, where he shot two women dead and had one woman hanged in front of all of the 
prisoners. Weiss also led the evacuation transport from the camp in Bendorf to Hamburg. Our dietary and 
accommodation conditions at the Neustadt-Glewe camp were generally good, or rather, all right. However, the 
transports that arrived from Auschwitz, starting 15 January 1945 and continuing up until 2 February, had 
downright ghastly conditions. They slept four to a bed right on the ground, because the beds had collapsed; they 
would get one-quarter of a litre of soup and a loaf of bread split eight ways. The death rate was very high. 
Roughly twenty to thirty women would die [every day], and there were 5,000 (five thousand) of them in total. 
We were separated from them at that time. At no point did our conditions change – we were in the care of the 
factory – and we slept two to a bed. It’s my impression that the Auschwitz evacuees lived much like those at 
Bergen-Belsen, which 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I have been told about. At first, our 900 women were all Poles from evacuated Warsaw. When the old, infirm, 
and sick were exchanged at Ravensbrück, however, in their place came Russian, Yugoslavian, and French 
women, as well as a few Germans. The latter were made functionaries at the camp, or were given the better jobs. 
The blocks had electric lighting, but in terms of plumbing there were so-called English lavatories and the 
facilities were sufficient, though often out of service. The sick would be transported away to Ravensbrück, and 
in the case of two fatalities the deceased were buried in the Evangelical cemetery in Neustadt. One noteworthy 
moment was the birth of a child; in that event the mother and child were transferred to Ravensbrück. Where 
those from the Auschwitz evacuation blocks were buried, I don’t know. They were constantly being carried 
somewhere out through the gate in the same coffins. There was a Revier, and the [male] civilian German doctor 
who used to visit us did everything he could to help us, but he had insufficient means to do so and he was soon 
dismissed for excessive zeal in his care of us and for protesting against the torture performed by Weiss. The 
camp was also lice-infested. Attempts at delousing failed to produce results, and a change of blankets only 
ended with the lice thriving even more. I can recall several instances of escape. Namely, two Russian women 
escaped in mid-December, followed by another pair on 3 February 1945. A week after them, twelve Russian 
women escaped with a Posten [(male) guard, Ger.], but these ones were from the transport from Auschwitz. Yet 
another escape was made towards the end of the month by two Polish women. All of these escapes were 
successful. We weren’t held responsible in any way; there were just long Appells [roll call assemblies, Ger.] on 
account of the headcounts not tallying. There was no gas chamber; selections were not conducted, nor were 
experimental operations. 
 For good work, women at the factory would receive bonuses. This happened three times over the entire 
period. Some women 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. 
 
got more, others less, (so more or less everyone rec) but it was essentially meaningless. These bonuses weren’t 
received as money, but in the form of food, such as fat or hardtack biscuits. The Polish women got along well 
amongst themselves, yet when the Russians and Ukrainians arrived, there followed commotions, thefts, and lies 
– and all of the women were held responsible. Relations between the Poles and Russians weren’t good. Before 
they arrived, we had had peace and quiet; then when they came, the trouble began. And despite our attempts to 
treat them with due fairness, they were an antagonistic bunch and one would often hear them say, ‘You Poles all 
need to be wiped out (vyrezat’ [Russ.]).’ That was their standing threat. When I held a position of authority in 
the block, I made a special effort to ensure that they got better underwear and had no reason to complain. 
Despite this, they were always insatiable. In the end, they had to be isolated and placed in a separate room, at 
which point things calmed down somewhat. 
 At Christmastime the camp put up a tree. At the same time, however, we were given the worst food; 
there was a long punitive Appell for minor infractions; and it was obvious that they were trying to spoil the 
holidays for us. We would say prayers in the dormitories in the evenings, both on Sundays and holidays. We 
spent a total of two weeks in the Strafblock owing to a shortage of space elsewhere. The treatment there was 
horrible. There, for the first time I encountered masculine-looking women of a sadistic bent, who in a fit of fury 
and hysteria would beat us for no reason with rubber truncheons and sticks, landing blows wherever they could, 
mainly to the head. They were German prisoners with either a green or black triangle. The chaos and total 
absence of organization in the Strafblock was greatly distressing. Read, signed, and accepted by 

Janina Bittner 
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 Eyewitness testimony of Janina Bittner, born on 17 October 1920 in Cracow, cont’d 

At the Wandsbek camp 
In Ravensbrück, we were made to change out of our warm undergarments into lightweight ones and were 
transported away to work in Hamburg at the Wandsbek camp. We worked among the rubble. We would form 
human chains; the bricks would be handed along from one woman to the next and piled at the side of the street. 
Work proceeded regardless of the weather, in the rain and cold. There were 360 of us women altogether. We 
lived in barracks that were clean and heated by radiators. We slept on bunks, two to a bed. Initially, the food was 
good – on Sundays there was even a two-course lunch. Towards the end, however, supplies were short. Working 
among the ruins was a torment, because we were in lightweight dresses and flimsy silk coats and were very 
cold. 

At the camp in Ochsenzoll 
We were there for three weeks until the end of April 1945. There were approximately 1,000 women there. We 
slept two to a bed. We lived in wooden barracks situated in a suburb of Hamburg. During that time, I 
experienced the worst hunger I have ever felt. For a few days we worked in a factory, but the factory was shut 
down due to a lack of materials and we would remain indoors, in the barrack blocks. Weakened from starvation, 
we would mostly just lie in bed. We would get one loaf of bread per ten women (each loaf weighed one and a 
half kilograms), plus half a litre of extremely watery vegetable soup and coffee. The Lagerführer was horrible; 
he tortured us terribly for no reason. He would burst into the block like a madman, torturing, beating. He had 
Graves’ disease, with a distended neck and bulging eyes. His face was that of a madman when he was beating 
and sadistically taking his frustrations 
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out on us. 
 On 1 May 1945, the Lagerführer came to us and announced the evacuation. We were assembled into 
groups of 100 women and sent on foot to the port of Altona. There, we came into contact with the Red Cross for 
the first time. We were loaded fifty women to a freight wagon and transported to the Danish border, where we 
were officially received by the Red Cross – the Danish branch, I believe. In Copenhagen, we were handed over 
to the Swedes and on 3 May 1945 I sailed into Malmö aboard a ship. There were a few thousand of us women 
altogether. 
 I submit the testimony above according to the best of my knowledge and in good conscience on the 
basis of what I have personally witnessed and experienced. 

Read, signed, and accepted by 
Janina Bittner     

The witness makes a very positive impression and evokes no reservations regarding her credibility. 
B. Kurowski     
Institute Assistant    
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